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FEATURE ARTICLE

SUSTAINING legitimacy & trust

IN A DATA-DRIVEN SOCIETY
Human-centric data is at the core of the digital economy and most consumer-targeted innovation. What we sometimes forget, however, is that the quantification of everyday human life that produces this data depends not only on technological capabilities, but also on social norms and user values.

**TRUST IS A VITAL** determining factor influencing users’ decisions to adopt innovations and sign up for new services – particularly those that they know will generate data for the service provider. While user trust is heavily based on their perception of the technological security of a solution or service, it is also fundamentally dependent on social norms and values such as privacy, legitimacy and perceived fairness in the collection and handling of individual information. The long-term success of the digital economy is dependent on consistently high levels of both technological and sociological trust among users.

In light of this, it is of utmost importance that technological and sociological trust among users is dependent on consistently high levels of both technological and sociological trust among users. In light of this, it is of utmost importance that service providers consider the implications of social norms and user values in the service design process.

**Human-centric big data**

A large proportion of ICT innovation today is driven by the collection and analysis of human-centric data – a key component of the big data phenomenon. In some cases, human-centric data is collected by a company from the users of its current services. In other cases, a company may have purchased the data from another company to gain a better understanding of a new target group, for example. No matter how it is sourced, data is collected, analyzed and traded on a continuous basis, acting as a backbone for wide-ranging products and services from health to consumer goods and services to urban planning.

The implications of this trend extend far beyond mere digitalization in terms of communication and infrastructure. Several scholars have argued that the growing strength of social networks is causing society to become not only “digitized” but increasingly “datafied” – with profound effects on how we read, write, consume, use credit, pay taxes and educate ourselves [1,2].

This large-scale quantification of human activities has occurred within a very short period of time. Just a few years ago, it was much more difficult to gather human-centric data and use it for service development or commodification. But now, whenever we use the internet or carry a smartphone that is connected to it, we are tracked, logged, analyzed and predicted in a variety of ways: by way of web cookies, search engines, social media, e-mail and online purchases, as well as various types of sensors (including RFID tags and GPS-enabled devices such as cameras, smartphones and wearables). Offline purchase history is another useful resource, which can be administered through loyalty cards and club memberships, for example.

All of this information relating to our activities is not only used by the organizations that collect it, it is also exchanged by numerous commercial and governmental players for a whole variety of reasons. Beside this, there are companies known as data brokers that specialize in collecting and trading consumer data that is often at least partly collected from public sources. Such data collection and trading activities rarely involve a human observer who actually monitors the data points. They rather tend to be handled by an automated, quantitative and ubiquitous storage system built into the infrastructure – in the widest sense of the word – itself [cf. 3].

Some social scientists claim that this trend represents one of the most far-reaching social changes of the past 20 years [cf. 4]. As a result, these data-driven and technology-mediated practices are increasingly gaining the attention of scholars in various disciplines, particularly as they relate to privacy, but also in a variety of critical perspectives on transparency and algorithmic accountability [5, 6]. Big data ethics [7], behavioral and traditional discrimination [8, 9] or other consequences of a data-driven “platform society” [10].

**Web cookies and the black box society**

These cookies are among the tools being used by companies such as Google, Facebook and traditional media houses to create extensive data retention infrastructures. The 2015 update of the Web Privacy Census revealed that a user who visits the world’s 100 most popular websites receives more than 6,000 web cookies, which are stored on their computer [11]. Furthermore, it found that Google tracking infrastructure is on 92 of the top 100 most popular websites and on 952 of the top 1,000 websites, which contributes to making Google the world’s most powerful information manager, with a central place in the modern information economy. Similarly, a 2015 study by the Norwegian data protection authority Dataratssynset showed which parties were present when visiting the front page of six Norwegian newspapers [12]. The report noted that between 100 and 200 web cookies were placed on any computer being used to visit these home pages, that information about the visitor’s IP address was sent to 356 servers, and that an average of 46 third parties were “present” during each visit. However, none of the six newspapers provided their audience with any information relating to the presence of this large selection of third-party companies.

The use of web cookies in this manner contributes to the creation of what has been dubiously termed the “black box society” [13], where users are unable to make informed decisions when choosing services. Any attempt to find the services that are the most privacy friendly is doomed to fail because users are kept largely in the dark.

While advertising companies are the key players in this arena, theirs is far from the only segment that sees the benefits of individually targeted data-gathering practices. The ongoing introduction of innovative analytical methods adds to the importance of the data, including the shift from descriptive to predictive analytics [14].

Growing concerns over lack of control Several surveys carried out in recent years have revealed that users are becoming increasingly concerned about their lack of control over the use and dissemination of their personal data.
and dissemination of their personal data. They are particularly worried about having no control over their internet-generated personal data, and the possibility of it being used in ways other than those they originally intended when sharing it [15, 16]. Many people are concerned about the capability of third parties such as advertisers and other commercial entities to access their personal information [46, 17, 18, 19]. A clear majority of internet and online platform users in the European Commission’s Special Eurobarometer 2016 expressed their discomfort over the fact that online platforms use information about their internet activities and personal data to tailor advertisements or content to their interests [20]. Further, according to the EU Commission in 2015, only 22 percent of Europeans fully trust companies such as search engines, social networking sites and e-mail services, and as many as 74 percent of internet users are worried about being asked for too much personal data online [21]. In a survey conducted by the Pew Research Center in 2013, as many as 45 percent of US users who took part in the study felt they had lost control over the ways in which their personal details are collected and used by companies [6].

Data collection and handling is clearly fueling many users’ growing sense of distrust in service and goods providers. This is naturally a great cause for concern since access to user data is a key enabler of the digital economy. At a certain point, the users’ increasing unease could have a damaging effect on service usage levels, and serious repercussions with respect to the digital economy as a whole.

**Information overload**

Meanwhile, just as the lack of consumer control, and in a sense, the shortage of available information, are problematic, there are indications that the exact opposite – information overload – is also presenting a problem. The information overload in question is specifically related to user agreements, privacy policies and cookie usage. Online user agreements do not appear to be particularly effective in terms of enabling informed user choices. Critics argue that this kind of “privacy self-management” does not provide meaningful control and that there is a need to move beyond relying too heavily on it [22].

In relation to a study on consent practices on Facebook, media scholar and digital sociologist Anja Bechmann posits that “the consent culture of the internet has turned into a blind non-informed information gathering race. But will there be a price to pay in the long run?” [21].

The trouble with these agreements is that they tend to be too long, too numerous and too obscure. The result is that most users don’t read them carefully and are therefore not fully aware of what they are agreeing to when they sign them. For example, a study that tracked the internet browsing behavior of 38,000 monthly visitors to the websites of 69 online software companies found that only one or two of every 1,000 retail software shoppers accessed the license agreement, and that most of those who did access it read no more than a small portion. The conclusion in that study was that the limiting factor in becoming informed thus seemed not to be the cost of accessing license terms but reading and comprehending them [6, 24]. Arguably, the sheer amount of lengthy license agreements that even an average user of digital services agrees to constitutes a sort of information overload. For example, Norway’s consumer ombudsman Forbrukerrådet recently conducted a study that involved reading the terms and conditions of all the apps on an average smartphone. Reading them was found to take 31 hours and 49 minutes [25].

Media researcher Helen Nissenbaum has pointed out that the obscurity of the agreements may serve a purpose: if they were written more clearly, they would likely be far less readily accepted [27]. In a recent study, the privacy policies of 75 companies that track behavior in digital contexts were reviewed, and the researchers found that many of them lacked important consumer-relevant management information, particularly with respect to the collection and use of sensitive information, the tracking of personally identifiable data and companies’ relationships to third parties [28]. In the short term, a fuzzy and extensive privacy policy appears to be a helpful tool in the data-gathering race. But will there be a price to pay in the long run?

The privacy paradox and acceptance creep

In many cases, there is a significant gap between a service provider’s commercial data practices and the normative
PERCEPTIONS OF PRIVACY AND SOCIAL NORMS RELATING TO COMMERCIAL USE OF INDIVIDUAL DATA CHANGE DYNAMICALLY OVER TIME DUE TO SOCIO-TECHNOLOGICAL SHIFTS IN GENERAL AND IMPROVED SERVICES IN PARTICULAR

preferences of many – or even most – of its users. Yet research shows that many users often continue to use services that can be very intrusive, while at the same time stating that they are concerned about data being collected when they use products and services online [cf. 23]. Other studies demonstrate that many individuals have not made any major changes to their data sharing or privacy practices in recent years, despite their concerns regarding online data collection [cf. 29, 30, 31]. In our behavior, we tend to “accept the cost of free,” as noted by competition law scholars Ariel Ezrachi and Maurice Stucke [8, p. 28].

US consumption researchers have put this “privacy paradox” down to consumers’ sense of resignation toward the use of their personal data [32]. In the case of loyalty cards, studies show that although consumers do not necessarily feel satisfied with receiving discounts as a trade-off for sharing their personal data, they feel resigned about the situation rather than driven to address the imbalance.

Are these all signs that we are experiencing a phenomenon that legal scholars Mark Burdon and Paul Harpur [33] calls “acceptance creep,” with massive data collection practices becoming normalized among users? If so, does the acceptance creep merely point to a sense of resignation (too many choices, too much information – resistance is futile) or to the beginning of a fundamental shift in social norms (perceptions) regarding data and privacy?

The answer likely contains a little bit of both. Perceptions of privacy and social norms relating to commercial use of individual data change dynamically over time due to socio-technological shifts in general, and improved services in particular. But the current gap between the stated norms of users and the data practices of service providers is very clear. A great deal of the commercial data collection and handling that is taking place at present is simply not perceived as legitimate. Figuring out how to handle users’ normative and behavioral preferences and navigating the “non-informed” consent culture is a major challenge for service designers in a data-driven digital economy.

Ethical implications of information asymmetry

The emergence of big data has added to the information asymmetry between customers and the companies in the insurance, airline and hotel industries and other traditional markets – an effect that is further amplified by the advent of predictive analytics [cf. 8]. This raises several questions about service development and design in terms of how the more qualitative aspects of human innovation should be incorporated into all of this quantification. The first question relates to balancing powers on the markets, which in most cases would mean empowering the consumers who are often in the dark with regard to how their data is being collected, analyzed and traded. One way of doing this would be to increase transparency about data practices, another would be to redesign the legal and structural protective measures to better protect weaker parties that have provided “non-informed consent” from being taken advantage of by service providers.

A somewhat more complex question that needs to be addressed is the extent to which users’ values and cultures should be considered when designing large-scale automated systems and algorithms. This is related to the ethical and moral questions that may arise as an outcome of quantification and automation of a particular kind. Concerns like this have only begun to be conceptualized and discussed – one example being a recent report from the committees of the IEEE Global Initiative for Ethical Considerations in Artificial Intelligence and Autonomous Systems [34].

We can already see a growing tendency among market players such as insurance brokers, money lenders and health institutions to base interest rates, insurance costs and payment plans on detailed, big-data-based analyses of individuals. This could also concern predictive analytics of future health, income and life expectancy.

What are the potential risks and repercussions of this kind of development from an ethical and normative point of view? More specifically, how should we understand and govern complex (and often proprietary) algorithms and machine-learning processes that may produce troublesome consequences from a social, legal, democratic or other perspective? These are questions that both the public and private sectors need to address urgently.

Commercial practices and the lagging law

One of the key challenges met when regulating the use of human-centric data is that the use of
such information has already become so integral to innovation at a time when both lawmakers and private individuals are still largely unaware of how it is collected and used. From a legal point of view, the challenge is arguably largely the result of a lack of knowledge of growing data practices and their outcomes, but is also of a conceptual kind: how should new practices and phenomena be understood and governed? Law is inevitably path-dependent in that it is reliant on past notions or past social and technological conditions when regulating contemporary challenges. The result, according to emerging socio-legal research in the field, is a sort of path-dependent renegotiation of traditional concepts for the regulation of new phenomena [33]. For example, should Facebook be liable for content on our ability to strike a balance between the interests of individuals, commercial players and governments when it comes to data collection and usage. While regulation in the form of laws such as the Swedish Personal Data Act (Personuppgiftslagen or PuL) and the EU’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) will continue to play an important role, the pace of technological development is likely to continue to leave lawmakers playing catch-up. It is therefore crucial for the private sector to take a proactive approach to addressing normative and ethical questions as part of the service design and development process. Otherwise, there is a significant risk that consumers’ trust in digital services will decline in the mid to long term. A low level of trust in new features, services and devices could substantially reduce their potential impact on the digital economy as a whole.

Conclusion

From a legal point of view, I think regulators must develop a more critical perspective and a better understanding of how to manage data-driven and algorithm-controlled processes as well as data analyses. They must continuously improve their ability to recognize when consumers need protection and empowerment, and strive for transparency with regard to how new technologies work and what kinds of regulations we need to ensure that future developments are in users’ best interest.

Ultimately, the continued success and future development of the digital economy will depend on our ability to strike a balance between the interests of individuals, commercial players and governments when it comes to data collection and usage. While regulation in the form of laws such as the Swedish Personal Data Act (Personuppgiftslagen or PuL) and the EU’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) will continue to play an important role, the pace of technological development is likely to continue to leave lawmakers playing catch-up. It is therefore crucial for the private sector to take a proactive approach to addressing normative and ethical questions as part of the service design and development process. Otherwise, there is a significant risk that consumers’ trust in digital services will decline in the mid to long term. A low level of trust in new features, services and devices could substantially reduce their potential impact on the digital economy as a whole.
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